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Abstract
The stacks of Bose–Einstein condensates coupled by long Josephson junctions present a rich
phenomenology feasible to experimental realization and specially suitable for technological
applications as the nonlinear-optics and superconducting analogs have already proved. Among this,
we show that transverse Blochwaves excited in arrays of one-dimensional coupled condensates can
carry tunneling superflowswhose dynamical stability depends on the quasimomentum. Across the
stacks with periodic boundary conditions, forming closed ring-shaped systems, such Bloch states yield
transverse Josephson vortices with a generic non-integer circulation in units of h/m. Additionally, the
superpositions of degenerate linear Blochwaves can suppress the supercurrents and give rise to
families of nonlinear standing-wave states with strong (transverse) spatial localization. Stable states of
this type can also be found infinite size systems.
1. Introduction
Quantum tunneling is one of themost striking phenomena predicted by quantummechanics. At amacroscopic
scale it is named Josephson effect, and it is a paradigmof the phase coherencemanifestation of amacroscopic
quantum system. The theory of the Josephson effect was developed by BrianD Josephson for superconducting
electron pairs in 1962 [1]. Since then, it has foundmultiple technological applications [2, 3].More recently, with
the advent of Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) of ultracold atoms, the Josephson effect has been demonstrated
between twoweakly linked condensates of neutral bosonic atoms [4–6].
A bosonic,macroscopic quantum system can be described by a complex order parameter whose squared
modulus and phase gradient provide the particle density and the particle current, respectively.When two such
systems are connected by aweak link, that is a Josephson junction, themacroscopic tunneling of particles
through the junction varies as the sine of the relative phase between the coupled order parameters. This
supercurrent can flow through point-like (or short) Josephson junctions, as it is the case of the barrier in a
doublewell potential [5, 6], but also through long Josephson junctions with a non-negligible spatial extension.
In the latter case, the relative phase can change along the junction and the coherent transfer of particles occurs
locally through each point. Feasible realizations of long Josephson junctions in ultracold atomic gases can be
readily done by Raman-laser coupling of different hyperfine components of atomic BECs producing a so-called
internal Josephson effect [4, 7, 8], or by spatially separated BECs coupled along their longitudinal direction, as
we consider in the present paper.
In general, the long Josephson junctions in BECs have received less attention than the short ones.Most of the
previousworks with systems containing long junctions have focused on coupled binary BECs (see e.g. [9] and
references therein), and significant attention have been paid to states containing localized Josephson vortices or
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studied in superconductors because of their capability of trappingmagnetic flux [2]. They involve localized
supercurrents around a vortex core situated in the Josephson junction [15], and can be theoretically studied as
analytical solutions to the sine-Gordon equation for the relative phase of the coupled systems [2]. In this regard,
one-dimensional (1D) tunnel-coupled superfluids, as quantum simulator of the sine-Gordon equation, have
been recently realized in ultracold gases [16].Within themeanfield framework, the dynamical properties of
Josephson vortices have been also studied in two coupled 1DBECs [10–14, 17, 18]. Generalizations of Josephson
vortex states to tunnel-coupled spinor gases [19] and tomultidimensional spin-orbit coupled condensates [20]
have been proposed.
Due to their potential for technical applications, the arrays of linear and nonlinear coupledwaveguides are
the subject of intense experimental and theoretical research in optics (see e.g. [21, 22] and references therein),
where the discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation serves as a usual theoreticalmodel of the array. Likewise, the
stacks of long Josephson junctions have been extensively studied in superconductors, where the stacks can be
modeled by coupled sine-Gordon equations (see, for instance [23, 24]). However, in BECs, as far aswe know, up
to date only 1D arrays of point-like Josephson junctions have been experimentally realized [25]. There is not yet
awide theoretical exploration of bosonic-array systemswith long spatial couplings either. Nevertheless,
different aspects of the theory have been addressed: the superfluid-insulator transition has been studied in two-
dimensional (2D) arrays of coupled 1D tubes against the absence or presence of axial periodic potentials [26];
also, the propagation of bright solitons in arrays of BECswith negative nonlinearity has been considered [27];
very recently, coupled atomicwires have been proposed in ultracold-gas systems for the generation of exotic
phases in the presence of synthetic gaugefields [28]; in addition, the arrays of parallel 1D long Josephson
junctions in BECswith positive nonlinearity have been demonstrated to provide an excellent playground for the
realization and stabilization of solitary waves [29].
In this workwe study, analytically and numerically, a stack of linearly coupled 1DBECswith repulsive
interparticle interactions that gives rise to an underlying array of coupled-parallel long Josephson junctions. In
particular, we consider stacks with periodic boundary conditions forming closed, ring-shaped arrays. By solving
theGross–Pitaevskii (GP) equation, the dynamics of stationary states composing a transverse, discrete Bloch
band is addressed.We show that the periodic boundary conditions yield transverse vortex states that carry
Josephson supercurrents. Interestingly, the Bogoliubov analysis reveals that, with a quasimomentum
dependence, these Josephson vortices can be dynamically stable, hence susceptible of experimental detection.
From ahydrodynamical perspective, we also perform a long-wavelength linear analysis that allow for a somehow
simpler interpretation of the systemdynamics in terms of coupledwave equations for the relative phases and
densities.We demonstrate that, only for particular states in the small coupling limit, also known as the anti-
continuum limit in the literature of discrete systems, the resulting hydrodynamicmodel resembles, although it
cannot be fully identifiedwith, the superconductingmodels of coupled sine-Gordon equations. Finally, we
explore how the linear combinations of Blochwaves lead to families of nonlinear states that cancel the Josephson
supercurrents and produce strongly localized density profiles across the stack. In the limit of small coupling,
these states can also be dynamically stable against perturbations in finite size systems.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2we present the theoreticalmodel that describes the stack of
linearly coupled BECswith periodic boundary conditions in themean-field framework.We investigate the
stationary states of the system in section 3, in particular Blochwaves and spatially localized states. Section 4 is
devoted to the analytical study of the linear stability of the stationary states in the stackwithin the Bogoliubov
approximation, and alsowithin the hydrodynamic approach for the small coupling regime of Blochwaves,
which is developed to a greater generality in the appendix. The comparison between analytical and numerical
results is presented in section 5, specially for transverse Josephson vortices. The nonlinear dynamics of localized
states is discussed in section 6. Afinal discussion togetherwith the conclusions are presented in section 7.
2.Model of linearly coupled BECs
Weconsider a systemofM 1DBECs having a coherent linear coupling of frequencyΩ along the junctions. Each
BEC is described by a corresponding order parameter qY =( ) ( ) [ ( )]x t n x t x t, , exp i ,j j j , where nj and θj are the
local density and phase, respectively, and j=1, 2,KM labels the BECs in the stack.We choose a particular
arrangementwith periodic boundary conditions, so that the stack has a ring-shaped configurationwith alsoM
coupling junctions. The jth junction lies between the jth and the ( j+ 1)th components, and theMth junction
connects theMth and the 1st BECs. The total density of the system, = å Y( ) ∣ ∣n xT j j 2, is normalized to the total
number of particles, ò= = åN n x NdT j j, which is a conserved quantity, andNj is the number of particles in
the jth BEC. A schematic representation of the system is shown infigure 1. Detailed proposals for the
experimental realization of such systems in ultracold gases [29], including a gauge dependent coupling [28], have
been recently presented.
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At zero temperature, within themean-field framework, the system can be described by a set of coupledGP
equations, namely for the jth component:






















where the sumon the right hand side extends to thefirst neighbors -( )j 1 and ( j+ 1), andm is the bosonic
mass. The 1Dparticle interaction strength is w= ^g a2 , the s-wave scattering length is assumed to be repulsive
>a 0, and ŵ is the frequency of a tight transverse trap.
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where f q q= -+j j j1 is the relative phase between neighbor BECs,  q= ¶v mj x j is the superfluid velocity,
and = - ¶( )/Q m n n2j j x j2 2 is the quantum-pressure energy term.
Equation (2) is the continuity equation, and expresses the particle conservation in the array. The local
density nj(x) varies due to either changes in the axial current, =( ) ( ) ( )J x n x v xj j j , within the jth BEC, or due to
the Josephson current, j , across the adjacent junctions.We define the latter current, by analogywith the axial
current, as  =( ) ( ) ( )x x xj j j , bymeans of a geometric-mean density  = +n nj j j 1 , and a Josephson
velocity  d f= ( )m y sinj j, where d = Wy m is the effective distance between BECs.With these
definitions, the last termof equation (2) corresponds to a discrete derivative   d d d= - -( )y yj j j 1 of the
Josephson current. Alongwith the periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction, it allows for the
computation of a velocity circulation around the stack

å åd fG = = =
= =
∮ ( )v y y
m








On the other hand, equation (3) is the equation ofmotion for the phase, which varies locally according to the
local energy content. In a stationary state, where the time variation of the phase is given by the frequency m
(see equation (5) below),μ being the chemical potential, the local energy in the right hand side of equation (3) is
the same (and equalsμ) at every point in the system.
Figure 1. Sketch of a 1D-BEC array showing the order parameters qY =( ) ( ) [ ( )]x t n x t x t, , exp i ,j j j along each component j, and
the relative phases f q q= -+( )x t,j j j1 along the junctions. The discrete y-direction is effectively built through the characteristic
length d = Wy m determined by the coherent coupling of frequencyΩ between components.
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3. Stationary states
The BEC stack forms a discrete lattice ofM sites along the y-direction, transverse to the common axial x-axis (see
figure 1). Since the effective (coupling-dependent) distance of separation between neighbor BECs is dy , the
discrete coordinate along the y-axis takes values d=y j yj for each jth BEC. The characteristic length dy has to be
comparedwith the healing length x = m g n , determined by the axial density n of the BECs, so that the
ratio x d = Wy gn measures the tunneling-coupling strength.
3.1. Bloch states
The lattice configuration along y allows us to look for stationary states that take the formof transverse Bloch
waves
y mY = -( ) ( ) [ ( )] ( )x t x y t, exp i , 5j k k j k,
whereψ(x) is the axial wavefunction (with the periodicity of the discrete lattice), and k is the transverse
quasimomentum.Due to the discreteness of the system, the quasimomentum can take onlyM different integer








, and 0, 1, 2, , 2 , 6k
where⌊ ⌋M 2 is the greatest integer less than or equal to M 2. As a result, the product space of coordinate-
separated solutions (5) presents anM-fold symmetry for eachwave functionψ(x). All the k states but k=0 and
k=M/2 (when the latter exists), at themiddle and at the end, respectively, of the Brillouin zone, are states
supporting Josephson currents in the y-direction, due to the existence of non-zero andnon-π relative phases
between consecutive condensates.
Inwhat followswe focus on states whose axial part is amomentum eigenstate y =( ) ( )x n xexp i x . The
corresponding Blochwaves read
  mY = + -( ) [ ( )] ( )x t n x y t, exp i , 7j k x k j k,
with stationary phases  q = = +· x yk rj x k j , where k and r are themomentum and spatial vectors,
respectively. The relative phases of the Blochwaves (7) are f d p= = y k M2k , the same for all the j
junctions, and take values in the interval p p-[ ], . Thus, the Josephson currents are
 p d=  ( )n k M m ysin 2 , which in the limit of largeM and small k tend to  = n mk . Analogously,
the transverse circulation equation (4) gives  pG =  ( )M k M msin 2k , and tends to pG = k m2k in the
same limit. The latter expression is equivalent to the quantized circulation of a regular vortex of charge k.Wewill
refer to these discrete vortex currents, associatedwith Blochwaves having a non-zero circulation in the stack, as
Josephson vortices. Note that they are delocalized along the x-direction, and, unlike the regular vortices, do not
show in general an integer-valued circulation in units of h/m.
By substituting the constant density states of the type (7) in equation (1), or alternatively in equation (3), we

















which takes values in the range   m Î + + - W W[ ]gn m2 ,xk 2
2 , within a discrete band of energy width
 W2 . For given total density and axialmomentum, the ground state of the system is the Blochwavewith zero
quasimomentum Yj,0, lying at the bottomof the bandwith  m = + - W= gn m2k x0 2
2 . In the limit
p k M2 1, expanding equation (8) up to quadratic terms onefinds    m = - W + +( )gn m2x kk 2
2 2 ,
which is a quadratic dispersion (as in a fully 2D continuous system) around the ground state. The top panel of
figure 2 depicts the structure of the discrete band of Blochwaves in the simplest casewith  = 0x for both the
non-interacting (gnT=0) and the interacting ( ¹gn 0T ) regime of a stackwithM=3. In the latter, the total
interaction term ( = Wgn 5T ) is the same for all the represented states, which is equivalent tofix thewhole
number of particlesN in the system for given interaction strength g and (finite) axial length. The open symbols,
on the top of dashed lines representing equation (8) for a continuous index k, indicate the chemical potential of
the BlochwavesΨj,kwith k=0,±1. The horizontal dotted lines serve as references for better seeing the energy
degeneracies. The two lower panels offigure 2 plot also the density and phase of the nonlinear Blochwavewith
k=1 (red bars) for each strand j=1, 2, 3 (which varies along the horizontal axis).
3.2. Standingwaves: localized states
Alongwith the Blochwaves, which realize transverse current states with definite quasimomentum, the BEC
stack admits standing-wave solutionswithout definite quasimomentum. Their existence can be tracked up to
the non-interacting regime (g=0), where the standingwaves can be built from linear combination of energy-
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degenerate Blochwaves (7)with same quasimomentummodulus ∣ ∣k [30]. Due to the finite size of the stack, such
combinations break the lattice symmetry and showdifferences in the particle density between neighbor BECs,
which lies at the origin of the localized-density states in periodic systems known as gap solitons [30]. It is also
worth noticing that, when integrated over the axial direction, the array of coupled 1DBECs can be described by a
discrete nonlinear Schrödingermodel along the transverse y-coordinate, where the existence and stability of
localized states have been extensively studied [31].
Within the non-interacting regime, for each pair of energy-degenerate Bloch states with equal ∣ ∣k one can
build also a pair of independent linear combinationswith equal weight, whichwewill denote by Y ∣ ∣j k
s
, and Y ∣ ∣j k
a
, ,
that have continuation into the nonlinear regime. In this way, families of nonlinear states are built sharing the
same topology (node patterns) as the linear state fromwhich they are generated. The simplest example is the
(M=3)-stack for the families of states originated at g=0 from the (real) symmetric
pY = Y + Y µ- ( )∣ ∣ jcos 2 3js j j, 1 ,1 , 1 and antisymmetric pY = Y - Y µ- ( )∣ ∣ jsin 2 3ja j j, 1 ,1 , 1 superpositions of
Blochwaveswith =∣ ∣k 1. Since the stack has discrete translational symmetry along the y-direction, the states
Y ¢ ∣ ∣j
s
, 1 and Y ¢ ∣ ∣j
a
, 1 with shifted indices j′=j+i for given i=0, 1,K,M− 1 (and ¢ = +( )( )j j i Mmod if
( j+i)>M) are degenerate stationary states with density peaks and associated phase patterns at different lattice
sites. Figure 2 shows the chemical potential (top panel), and the density and the phase (at = Wgn 5T , bottom
panels) of states belonging to these families in a systemwith zero axialmomentum.Contrary to the original
BlochwavesΨj,±1 (either linear or nonlinear), which have equal density across the stack, the antisymmetric
states contain a nodal strand Y =∣ ∣ 0
a
2, 1 and two density peaks Y = -Y∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
a a
1, 1 3, 1 , whereas the symmetric states
present a single density peak > =( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣n n ns s s2, 1 3, 1 1, 1 . As can be seen in the bottompanel offigure 2 for the
Figure 2. Stationary states in a stackmade ofM=3 coupled BECswith zero axialmomentum, constant axial density, and total-
interaction-to-coupling ratio  W =gn 5T . Top panel: chemical potential of BlochwavesΨj,k, with definite transverse
quasimomentum indices k=0,±1 as given by the horizontal axis, and standingwaves Y ∣ ∣j
a
, 1 and Y ∣ ∣j
s
, 1 , without definite
quasimomentum (the horizontal axis does not apply) and originated at  W =gn 0T from linear combinations of Blochwaveswith
=∣ ∣k 1. The vertical arrows indicate the increment in chemical potential obtained by the respective states from an equal increment in
the total interaction = Wgn 5T over the non-interacting limit. Bottompanels: density and phase of the Blochwaveswith k=1 (red
bars) and standingwaves with =∣ ∣k 1 (cyan andmagenta bars) in each strand j=1, 2, 3. The (not represented) states k=0,−1 have,
" j , Y = Y = Y-∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣j j j,0 , 1 ,1 , Y =( )arg 0j,0 , and Y = - Y-( ) ( )arg argj j, 1 ,1 .
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symmetric state, the density localization increases as the states go deeper into the nonlinear regime. For the same
total density nT in the stack, that is for the same total number of particles at given axial length (as represented in
the top panel offigure 2), in the interacting case the symmetric states present higher chemical potential than the
antisymmetric ones, which in turn have higher chemical potential than the BlochwavesΨj,±1.
Although other density-localized states can be built (for example, states presenting two adjacent density
peaks in either in-phase or out-of-phase, staggered configuration, see e.g. [32]), wewill focus on states having
either one density peak or two separated out-of-phase density peaks, for varyingM, since they provide a
representative sample for the study of the generic properties of localized states. Aswewill see in such states, for
M>3 and in the small coupling limit  W gn2 1, where n is now themaximumdensity in the stack, the
mentioned density peaks accumulate practically thewhole systemdensity. In a symmetric state with  = 0x , for
instance, the nearest-neighbor BECs j±1 of the peak-density strand j follow stationaryGP equations

y y y m y-
W
+ =   ( ) ( )gn
2
, 9j j j j j1 1 2 1
which, assuming decreasing amplitudes y y y  j j j1 2, can be approximated up tofirst order in the
neighbor amplitudes by  y m yW » - ( )2 j j 1, and m » gn. As a result, the l-site BECs have amplitudes














for distances -∣ ∣l j away from the density peak at j. The prototypical density profile is illustrated infigure 3, for
different values of the coupling and same chemical potential, in a stackwithM=10. The bars indicate the
density at each jth BEC as calculated from the numerical solution of theGP equations, while the open symbols
mark the values given by the analytical approximation equation (10). The same scenario takes place for the
antisymmetric states withM>4, with decreasing amplitudes of opposite signs at both sides of the nodal strand.
4. Linear excitations
The almost lack of dissipation in ultracold-gas systemsmakes the dynamical stability of the stationary states the
crucial issue for their experimental realization. For this reason, in this sectionwe analytically address the linear
stability of both Blochwaves and localized states in the stack, to be compared in next sections with their
nonlinear dynamics.Wemake a general analysis based on the Bogoliubov equations for the linear excitations
[33] in order tofind the stable regimes. For Blochwaves, we have also considered a long-wavelength excitation
approach (whose derivation is deferred to the appendix) to derive a resulting systemof coupled sine-Gordon-
like equations similar to usualmodels in superconducting Josephson junctions [24].
Figure 3. Stationary density profile of localized states with one density peak in a stackwithM=10 and different ratios W = Wˆ gn2 .
The bars indicate the density of each BEC component as calculated from the numerical solution of theGross–Pitaevskii equations (1),
and the open symbols over the barsmark the corresponding value given by the approximation (10), derived in the small coupling
regime W ˆ 1. Density values below 10−10 are not shown.
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4.1. Linear stability of Blochwaves
Let us consider the linear excitations [ ( ) ( )]u x v x,j k j k, , with energy w around the stationary states (7). After
substituting m w wY = - + - + *( ) ( )[ ( · ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]/x t t n i u x t v x tk r, exp i exp exp i exp ij k j jk, in theGP
equation (1), the excitationmodes satisfy the Bogoliubov equations
 w+ - W + =- +( ) ( )·H u g n v u u ue
2
11j j j j jk k ri2 1 1
 w- - + W + =- - +( ) ( )·H v g n u v v ve
2
, 12j j j j jk k ri2 1 1
where  m= - ¶ + -( )H m gn2 2xk k2
2 . Bymaking use of the Fourier expansions
 = å + + +( ) { [( ) ( ) ]}u x c q x q yexp ij x x k p jq q and  = å - - + -( ) { [( ) ( ) ]}v x d q x q yexp ij x x k p jq q ,
where p d=q p M y2p is the transversemomentumof the excitation for integer p=0,±1,±2, ⌊ ⌋M... 2 , the
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where   p=  + + W ( ) ( )E q q m gn k M2 2 cos 2x x xk,
2 2 . Further, we introduce the linear combinations
ofmodes = 
( )f c dq q q, so that
 
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where z = q m2q x
2 2
x
is the kinetic energy of themodes along each 1DBEC, and the transverse excitations are
defined through the parameters
a
p p











































Therefore, for each stationary state Yk, by solving equations (15) and (16) for the frequencyω, we get the
dispersion relation of linear excitations
 










k p q k p q k p, , ,x x
composed ofM double branches corresponding to the different values of p, which indexes the quasimomentum
excitation. Equation (19) provides the general result, as a function of the parameters of the system {M,Ω, gn},
for the linear stability of Bloch states withmomentum = ( )K Kk ,x k in a stack of coupled BECs. It gives rise to
complex frequencies, associated to dynamical instabilities, for negative values of the expression inside the square
root. These aremodulational instabilities that break down the homogeneous density profile across the stack.
They can only appear ifαk,p takes negative values, which occurs for k>M/4.Hence, all the Bloch states with
constant density are dynamically stable if kM/4, irrespective of the couplingΩ. For increasingM, thefirst
stable Josephson current ( ¹k 0) state corresponds toM=4 and k= 1, which are discrete transverse
vortices with circulation G =  /m41 (see section 5 below). This quasimomentum-dependence stability of
the Blochwaves resembles similar features of the discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation [32, 34]. Aswe show
in sections 5 and 6 by analyzing some particular examples, the stability features of Bloch states predicted by
equation (19) are confirmed by the nonlinear dynamics as obtained from the numerical simulations of the time-
dependent GP equation (1).
Among the dispersion branches of equation (19), the p=0 branch is always gapless (because
αk,0=βk,0=0), whereas the rest present energy gaps given (at qx=0) by
   w b a a= W  W W +( ) ( )g n2 , 20g k p k p k p, , ,
which showup even in the non-interacting (g=0) case. The speed of sound along each BEC (i.e. along the x
coordinate) can be calculated from the gapless branch of the dispersion in the long-wavelength limit. In the
frame of referencemovingwith axial velocity  /K mx , it is:
7















These quantities, wg and c, are relevant for the energetic stability of the system, since they define thresholds, in
energy and speed, respectively, for the superfluid excitation by external perturbations.
In order to solve for the excitation spectrum, we choose the usual Bogoliubov normalization,
ò - =(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )x u vd 1j j2 2 , for themodes (uj, vj) that have real energy values. By selecting also real values for the
Fourier amplitudes cq and dq, it follows that - = =+ -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( ) ( )c d f f L1 xq q
q q2 2 , where Lx is the axial length of the

























The unstable excitationmodes are associatedwith the complex energies of equation (19). The corresponding
normalization reads ò - =(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )x u vd 0j j2 2 [33], andwe set ò =∣ ∣x ud 1j 2 . Then j= ( )d c exp i2q q q , and the
unstable excitationmodes are


































4.1.1. Limit of long-wavelength excitations and small coupling
As follows from the hydrodynamic approach for the linear excitations of Blochwaves developed in the appendix,
in the long-wavelength regime and small Josephson coupling, W = W ( ˆ )gn2 1, the equations ofmotion for
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where a p= ( )k Mcos 2k and b p= ( )k Msin 2k . This systemofM pairs of equations describes the linear
dynamics of the underlying array of junctions determined by theGP equations (1). The k-dependent factor ak
multiplying the transversal (discrete) derivative indicates a varying penetration length x d a= ∣ ∣yJ k k, . The sine
functions in equation (26) should be formally substituted by their arguments f f»sin j j, sincewe have assumed
a linear regime. By keeping them,we highlight the correspondencewith a sine-Gordon-like equation, where
kink solutions can be found [2]. As a limiting case, the kink-type solutions have demonstrated to be useful in the
search of solitonic states in the nonlinear dynamics of two-component condensates [13, 14, 17, 18, 35].
Equations (25) and (26) admit planewave solutionswith the same phase shifts across the stack previously
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with transversemomentum p d=q p M y2p . After substitution, one gets the amplitude relation n=c diq q,
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Forβk=0 (that is, when k= 0 or k=M/2, andαk=±1) both branches coincide, in agreement with the
Bogoliubov dispersion equation (19) in the small coupling limit, W ˆ 1, considered here. The gaps are given by
w a d=( ) c y2k p k p,
1
, . Additionally, for q 1p the dispersion can bewritten as w = c q qk p x p,
2 2 , which is the
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usual dispersion w = ∣ ∣c q of a continuous (relativistic) 2D systemwhen k=0, and contains instabilities when
k=M/2 for >∣ ∣ ∣ ∣q qp x .
The second dispersion branch w( )k p,
2 , is not fully consistent with the Bogoliubov spectrum for b ¹ 0k p, , unless
ν=1 and the limit  W  0were considered. Such inconsistencies have been previously found in two coupled
condensates (see e.g. [9]), and arise fromneglecting the quantumpressure term. As a consequence, and as usual
within this approximation, the validity of this hydrodynamicmodel gets restricted to the lowest energy
excitations (long-wavelength excitationmodes of the lowest energy branch), which is equivalent to consider
decoupledwave equations (25) and (26), neglecting the right hand side of the latter, for the relative densities and
phases.
4.2. Linear stability of localized states
We study the stability of the previously introduced standing-wave states having one or two density peaks in the
stack of constant density BECs. The analysis of the simplest systemswithM=3, 4 components serves as an
insightful starting point, with straightforward analytical solutions for the antisymmetric states. For a genericM
value, we focus on the small coupling limit W = W ( ˆ )gn2 1, where now n is the peak (ormaximum) density
in the stack.
Thewavefunctions of the antisymmetric states withM=3 are: Y =∣ ∣ 0
a
2, 1 and Y = -Y =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ n
a a
3, 1 1, 1
 m-[ ( )]∣ ∣x texp i x
a
1 , where the chemical potential is  m = + + W∣ ∣ m gn2 2
a
x1
2 2 . Note that the
stationary phase pattern of these nonlinear states (for  = 0x and t=0) is determined by the corresponding
linear state of this family (at g= 0), in this case we set pY µ +( ( ) )∣ ∣ jsin 2 1 3ja, 1 . Two pairs of Bogoliubov
equations are obtained, namely for the first BECwith j=1:
  w+ - W + =( ) ( )∣ ∣H u g n v u u ue
2
, 29a x1 1
i2
1 2 3 1
x
  w- - + W + =- ( ) ( )∣ ∣H v g n u v v ve
2
, 30a x1 1
i2
1 2 3 1
x






1 , and identical equations follow for the j=3BEC component by
swapping indexes 1 and 3; and for the nodal j=2 component
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As previously,making use of the Fourier expansions = å +( ) { [( ) ]}u x c q xexp ij q q x x and
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where g = - W + W( ˆ ) ˆ( ) 1 2 23 2 2 , and l = - Ŵ( ) 1 9 43 . As is apparent from the negative values of the
radicand, the system is unstable.
The analysis is simpler for the antisymmetric states withM=4, where thewave functions are




3, 1 1, 1 1 , and Y = Y =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ 0
a a
2, 1 4, 1 , and the chemical potential does not
depend on the coupling  m = +∣ ∣ m gn2
a
x1
2 2 . Similarmanipulations of the corresponding Bogoliubov
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where g z= + W +( ) ( )( ) gn 2q
4 2 2 2
x
and l z z= - W - - -[ ( ) ( ) ] ( ) ( )( ) gn gn gnq q
4 2 2 2 2 2 2
x x
. Different to
theM=3 case, and although the last expression in (34) can in general produce imaginary frequencies, it is still
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possible tofind dynamically stable states (with only real frequencies) in the small coupling regimewhenever
λ(4)<γ(4).
The symmetric states involve amore cumbersome algebra. For the simplest stackwithM=3, the chemical






1, 1 1, 1 1, 1
2 2 /2,
where d = -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣n n n
s s s
1, 1 2, 1 1, 1 is the density contrast between components, which increases with the chemical
potential for a given coupling. An asymptotic analysis can be readily done in the small coupling limit W ˆ 1,




2, 1 1 and
Y = Y » -W Y( ) ˆ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣s s s1, 1 3, 1 2, 1 , and the chemical potential is  m » +∣ ∣ m gn2
s
x1
2 2 . In this approximation, the
Fourier expansion of the excitationmodes leads to the same functional formof the spectrum (34)with the
substitution of  W by  W 2 . As a consequence, dynamical stability of the (one-peak) symmetric states is also
expected in the small Ŵ regime. In this case, the strong localization of the density in a single strand, with
neighbor densities decreasing as powers of Ŵ2, allows the stability prediction to be extended to arbitraryM, and
even to systemswith open boundary conditions. Furthermore, the same analysis also applies to the (two-peak)
antisymmetric states withM>4. Aswe later demonstrate in section 6, the numerical solutions of both the
Bogoliubov equations for the linear excitations and theGP equation for the nonlinear time evolution confirm
these predictions.
5. Transverse josephson vortices
In this sectionwe compare the stability predictions of the linear analysis for Blochwave states with the numerical
solutions of theGP equation (1) for representative sets of parameters. Just for the purpose of showing two
different examples, we consider one case with zero axialmomentum  = 0x and another with  ¹ 0x . Aswe
will see, the linear predictions coincide with the numerical results of the nonlinear dynamics, and in particular,
stable transverse Josephson vortices (associatedwith Blochwaves having non-zero circulation) are found.
5.1. CaseM=3 and  = 0x
The Blochwaves have quasimomentum k for values of k=0,±1. Let us analyze the solutions for each
particular case:
• k=0: this is the ground state for given interaction strength and total density. All the components share the
samewave function y m= -( )n texp i0 0 , with chemical potential m = - Wgn0 . By using the
parameters a = { }0, 3 2, 3 2p0, and b = { }0, 0, 0p0, , with p=0,±1, the dispersion curves, w p0, , are
w z z=  +( ) ( )gn2 , 35q q0,0 x x













2 . 36q q0, 1 x x
These expressions are plotted in the bottompanel offigure 4 for a systemwith  W = gn0.2 . As expected, all
the excitation energies are real, and the state is stable.
• k=1: thewave functions for the BEC components are:
y p m= -[ ( )] ( )n texp i 2 3 , 371,1 1
y p m= -[ ( )] ( )n texp i 4 3 , 382,1 1
y p m= -[ ( )] ( )n texp i 2 , 393,1 1
which configure a discrete anti-vortex of circulation G = - m3 3 21 around the discrete y-direction.
Analogously, the Blochwavewith k=−1 corresponds to an (energetically degenerate) vortexwith opposite
circulationΓ−1=−Γ1. The chemical potential is m = + Wgn 21 and the parametersα1,p={0,−3/4,
−3/4} andβ1,p={0, 3/4,−3/4}. The resulting dispersion curves, w ,p1, are:
w z z=  +( ) ( )gn2 , 40q q1,0 x x















2 , 41q q1,1 x x















2 . 42q q1, 1 x x
The upper panel offigure 4 depicts these expressions for a systemwith  W = gn0.2 . For w 1, 1, the negative
signs under the square root indicate the presence of instabilities on the vortex state. An example of the decay
10
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dynamics of this unstable vortex state is shown infigure 5. The graph depicts the real time evolution of the
system after imprinting a small randomperturbation on the stationary state. The data, axial phases (top
panels) and axial densities (bottompanels) for each component, have been obtained from the numerical
solution of theGP equations (1)with periodic boundary conditions in the axial coordinate, given in units of
the healing length ξ. As can be seen, the stationary configuration survives for a time lapse of around
x»t c10 , beyondwhich soliton-like structures (tracing thick, dark paths on the axial density plots) appear,
producing strong density and phasemodulations. Different noise seeds on the initial state produce different
density and phase patterns during the decay dynamics, with the only common feature of the emergence of
several, interacting solitons.
5.2. CaseM=4 and  ¹ 0x : stable josephson vortices with k=±1
Herewe consider arbitrary axialmomentum (x) states. The Blochwaves have k=0,±1, 2, and the excitation
modes have also p=0,±1, 2.
• k=0: this corresponds to the ground state for a given x , y m= -( )n x texp i ix0 0 , with chemical
potential  m = + - Wgn m2x0 2
2 , and systemparameters a = { }0, 1, 1, 2p0, and b = { }0, 0, 0, 0p0, .
The dispersion curves read:

 
























w z z=  + W + W +( )( ) ( )
q
m





These expressions are plotted in the bottompanel offigure 6 for a systemwith  W = gn0.2 and  x = 0.1x .
• k=1: the chemical potential is  m = +gn m2x1 2
2 , and a = { }0, 0, 0, 0p1, , b = -{ }0, 1, 1, 0p1, . The
wave functions are:
Figure 4.Dispersion relations for constant density states in aM=3 stackwith  W = gn0.2 and  = 0x . The p index labels the
excitationmodes of each stationary state (see text). The horizontal axismeasures the axial quasimomentum excitation qx in (inverse
of) healing length ξ units. Top panel: energy excitations of the Blochwavewith k=1 and chemical potentialμ1/gn=1.1. For the
unstablemodes p=±1, only the imaginary part of the complex frequency  Im(ω) is represented (dotted line). Bottompanel:
energy excitations of the ground state with k=0 andμ0/gn=0.8.
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which yield a discrete, transverse vortex of circulation G = m41 . The interesting property of this state is its
stability, irrespective of the axialmomentum,which allows for its experimental realization. The dispersion
curvesω1,p contain only real frequencies (see figure 6):
 
 



















q q1,1 x x
 
 









q q1, 1 x x
Wehave also performed numerical simulations of the real time evolution of these states for  W = gn0.2 and
 x = 0.1x (same parameters as infigure 6). Our numerical results obtained from the solution of theGP
equations (1), after seeding a randomperturbation in the stationary state, confirm the dynamical stability of
this state, since the initial configuration (46) keeps robust against the perturbations.
Figure 5.Decay of a Bloch state with k=1 and constant density in aM=3 stackwith  W = gn0.2 and  = 0x . The time evolution
of the axial phases (top panels) and the axial densities (bottompanels) is shown for each BEC component, from left to right, j=1, 2, 3.
The labels in the top panels indicate the corresponding phases θj of the stationary configuration. The initial state (at t=0) has been
seededwith a randomGaussian perturbation (less than 1% in amplitude). On the horizontal axis, the axial length ismeasured in
healing length ξ units.
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• k=2: this state lies at the edge of the Brillouin zone, havingmaximumchemical potential
 m = + + Wgn m2x2 2
2 , and parametersα2,p={0,−1,−1,−2} andβ2,p={0, 0, 0, 0}. Thewave
function in each BEC component is:
y y m= = -[ ( )] ( )n x texp i , 50x1,2 3,2 2
y y m= = - -[ ( )] ( )n x texp i . 51x2,2 4,2 2
In this state the Josephson circulation vanishes,Γ2=0, and the systempresents a sequence ofπ—Josephson




























w z z=  - W - W +( )( ) ( )
q
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Again our numerical simulationswith the time-dependent GP equations (1), for such a state with
 W = gn0.2 and  x = 0.1x , confirm the linear prediction and show the decay of the initial, constant density
state.
6.Nonlinear dynamics of localized states
We study the nonlinear dynamics of the localized states with one or two density peaks in the stack of constant
density BECs. First, we numerically solve the Bogoliubov equations in order to check the linear stability of the
corresponding stationary state. Next, we perform the real time evolutionwith theGP equation (1) of this state
after adding perturbative noise.
As predicted by the linear analysis of section 4.2, in the simplest stackwithM=3, the nonlinear dynamics of
the antisymmetric states is unstable. To illustrate a typical decay process, figure 7 shows the real time evolution of
an antisymmetric state with small coupling,  W = ´ - gn4 10 3 , and zero axialmomentum,  = 0x . The data
have been obtained from the numerical solution ofGP equation (1)with periodic boundary conditions in the
Figure 6. Same asfigure 4 for constant density states in aM=4 stackwith  W = gn0.2 and  x = 0.1x . The top panel corresponds
to the (unstable)Blochwavewith k=2, whereas the bottompanel shows the linear excitations of the (stable)Blochwaveswith k=0
and k=1.Only the imaginary part (dotted curves) is plotted for the unstable frequencies.
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axial coordinate. The axial length is Lx=155 ξ. As can be seen, the initial nodal strand (middle panels in
figure 7) remains unpopulated during thewhole evolution, and its phase is essentially undefined. The decay
process is qualitatively different to the Blochwave case presented infigure 5. The asymmetric state shows robust
features of structural stability, roughly keeping the initial density pattern across the stack.
On the contrary, we have checked that the nonlinear evolution of the symmetric state withM=3, for the
same parameters used above, is stable against perturbations. For larger stacks (wehave performed simulations
up toM= 11), our numerical results show that both the antisymmetric states (with two density peaks) in stacks
withM4, and the symmetric states (with one density peak) in stacks withM3 are also stable for the
mentioned small coupling. However, the stability is lost at higher coupling values (at  W ´ - gn1 10 2 for the
parametersmentioned before). As a case example of stability, the time evolution of a symmetric state in a stack
withM=10 components is shown infigure 8. In the left panels, only the peak-density strand and its nearest
neighbors are shown, since the other components have a practically null density. The initial, t=0, state has been
seededwith perturbative noise, the detailed evolution of which at intermediate times is depicted on the right
panels for the peak-density strand. As can be seen, the initial localized configuration is robust against the
perturbations. Due to the strong density localization, the dynamics is insensitive to the change in the boundary
conditions. Our results show that a one-peak state with open-boundary conditions follows a dynamics which is
indistinguishable from that shown infigure 8.
Figure 7.Time evolution of an antisymmetric state of the family =∣ ∣k 1 and zero axialmomentum in aM=3 stack of axial length
Lx=155 ξwith periodic boundary conditions. Despite the small coupling,  W = ´ - gn4 10 3 , the system is dynamically unstable.
The BECs j=1, 2, 3 correspond to the panels from left to right. The initial state has been seededwith a randomGaussian perturbation
(less than 1% in amplitude).
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7.Discussion and conclusions
The rich phenomenology presented by the stacks of parallel Josephson junctions can be readily realized in
ultracold atomic gases bymeans of 1D or 2Doptical lattices [28, 29]. These systems support nonlinear states
whose dynamics reflects the interplay of continuous (along the axial x-direction of the BECs) and discrete (across
the stack) features, and are promising candidates for pursuing technical applications with close similarities to
superconducting and photonic devices. In this work, we have contributed to this goal and have demonstrated
the existence and stability of simultaneous superfluid currentsflowing through both directions of a 2D stack.
While the translation invariance along the x-axis allows for the excitation of axial-momentum eigenstates, the
periodic arrangement of Josephson junctions induced by the linear coupling permits transverse Blochwaves
carrying tunneling supercurrents. If the stack shapes a closed loop, these Josephson currents around it yield non-
regular vortices whose circulation is a generic non-integermultiple of h/m.
The dispersion relations of the transverse Josephson vortices have been obtained from the analytical solution
of the linear Bogoliubov equations for the condensate excitations, and compared against the nonlinear time
evolution of these states as given by the numerical solution of theGP equation. In all the cases, the subsequent
nonlinear dynamics is consistent with the stability predictions of the linear anaysis.
For the sake of comparisonwith the usual coupled-sine-Gordon-equationmodel for coupled
superconductors, a further linear analysis of the transverse Josephson vortices has been performed in the
hydrodynamic limit. As a result, we have derived linear wave-like equations for the relative phases and densities
of the BEC components that resemble thementionedmodel in the limit of small coupling.
We have also shown that the Josephson supercurrents are suppressed in steady states that break the
symmetry of the discrete lattice and can present a strong localization across the stack. These nonlinear states
belong to continues families of solutions to theGP equation that can be tracked up to the non-interacting
regime, where they are linear superposition of degenerate Blochwaveswith opposite quasimomentum. Among
these families, the gap-soliton-like states showing one or two dominant density peaksfinddynamical stability in
finite systemswithin a small coupling regime.
The exploration of different topologies in the stack, or the effect of exposing the system to synthetic gauge
fields [28], stand out as interesting ways of extending the present work thatwill be reported elsewhere.
Figure 8.Time evolution of a stable, one-peak-symmetric state with zero axialmomentum in aM=10 stackwith the same
parameters as the case offigure 7.On the left, the phase (top) and density (bottom) of the peak-density strand (middle) and the two
adjacent strands (sides) are shown. The rightmost panels show two snapshots at different times of the local density (bottompanel) and
the local phase (top panel) of the peak-density strand during the time evolutionwith initial perturbative noise.
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Appendix: Long-wavelength excitations. Hydrodynamic approach
We start by introducing low energy perturbations d dq[ ( ) ( )]n x t x t, , ,j j around the density and the phase of an
equilibrium state q d q dqY = + +( ) ⟶ ( )n n nexp i exp i ij j j j j j j . Then, we substitute the perturbed states in
equations (2) and (3), and keep terms up tofirst order in the perturbations.We focus on the analysis of Bloch
states with nj=n. Thementioned procedure leads to
d dq
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1, , 1
where dq dq dq= -lj l j, d d d= -n n nlj l j, d d d= +n̄ n nlj l j are the perturbations in relative phase, relative
density and total density, respectively, and a p= ( )k Mcos 2k , b p= ( )k Msin 2k . As usual in a long-
wavelength approximation, we have dropped the quantum-pressure term in equation (A.2). For reasons that
will become apparent later, we have kept the sine functions ( dqsin lj) even in the linear approximation in order to
track the Josephson currents, but theywill be replaced by their argument (for consistencywithin the assumed
first order approximation) at intermediate steps of the analytical derivations.
Inwhat follows, we use the short notation r d= +n nj j j1, , r d= +¯ n̄ nj j j1, , f dq= +j j j1, , and also
f dq dq= ++¯j j j1 for the total phase. Since these quantities appear explicitly in previous expressions, we look for
their equations ofmotion by adding and subtracting equations (A.1) and (A.2) for consecutive components. For

































































where the discrete operator δ2 acts as d = - ++ -f f f f2j j j j
2
1 1. Exactly the same equations are obtained for the
total quantities substituting ρ by r̄ andf by f̄.
As can be seen, relative and total quantities are decoupled in pairs of equations (A.3) and (A.4).Within each
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where W = Wˆ gn2 . This systemofMpairs of equations describes the linear dynamics of the BEC stack in the
limit of long-wavelength excitations.
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